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trip to the "chipper". of the things
Minnesota was tops and hardwoods.
among the three northern half centuryor more ago are Regardless of one's view, aspen
Lake States in the amount no longer important, the les- trees and forests are remarkable and

of aspen harvested, son to be learned from this interesting features of the northwoods.
Across these three states, broader perspective of aspen (There are two species often referred

aspen makes up close to use is tmportant, to trembling aspen and bigtooth
50% of the wood that Why isn't more aspen used for aspen. Although similar, they also

goes into production of these other purposes? I suppose what il have interesting differences. That's a
reconstituted products. If we look comes down to is economics of supply topic for another article!) There are a
north to Canada, we see a similar situ- and demand. However. I suggest that number of characteristics that really

ation: aspen is the heart and soul of the wood-using public, in general, make aspen standout...and account at
the pulp and paper industry, particu- does not know about the various alter- least in part for its tenacity in our
larly in Alberta. native uses of aspen. Markets are nor northwoods environment. The follow-

For Minnesota, at least, it seems really well-developed. All the public ing top my personal list of neat things

that the answer is "Yes, aspen is only hears about is "pulpwood". about aspens.
good for chips!" Case closed:! Move on Aside from this. let's face it--every In Egyptian mythology, the

aspen tree is not suitable for these Phoenix, a beautiful bird symbolized
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From the Editor

b!iKotllle_'tl [_n'ecl',_;llt,lisilt'r

My father recently gave me 2-I/2 acres of land. '['he southeast border of

that grouml runs a gentle soft curve along a lake that is frequented by only a
very few fisherrnen [he soils of the !and are sandy and grow mainly jack

pine, with the added bonus of a corner of oak/sawmnah grassland just hold-
ing its ow_ and reaching a few fingers hxto one comer of the property.

My first reaction to this gift was, admittedly3 one of "shock." That is not an

appropriate response from someone who has just been gifted clear title to 2-
l/2 acres of woodlands and a few hundred feet of [akeshore.

13ut that's not the whole picture. Yuu see, for 30-plus years I have wan-
dered those 2-1/2 acres---and many many more, including the 300-plus acres

.of forests and fields of my father's land that surround "my" 2-1/2. Name any

.one of Mitrnesota's many seasons and l can tell you where the sun first touch-
es the field in the morning, and which trees are the last to cradle its light at
dclsk.

I know where the otters cross the spit of land between tire two bays of the
lake, and which trail the white-tails use to conre to this woodland sanctuary in

November. I even know the kingfisher's favorite willow overhang and the

very perch he uses to celebrate a successful dive.
The deed that was handed to me for those 2-1/2 had delineations.., it

drew a line between the jack pine with the bent trunk and the gnarled oak
that stands on the beach near the shore--just north of that kingfisher sentinel.

The apple tree is "in," the plum tree is "out." I had never noticed boundary
lines until I became this 2-1 �2-acre property owner: To say that one side of
that line is "mine," and the other is "not," doesn't feel right. A line across this
land?

Now, mind you, I don't take lightly the red boundary flags marking the
borders of my acres, nor the stakes driven into the ground that say "property
line." My sense of both pride and humility in private land ownership nver-
whelms r:ue.

In fact, it wasn't until those red flags were placed in the ground that I even
noticed the solitary white pine seedling shaded and smothered under the

grove of conifers huddled on the slope next to the lake. I pruned those jack
pine branches, allowing more sunlight to pass through to that little tree. I did
it because I felt as if that white pine were "mine" now. I walk those 2-1/2

acres with a new step, a more observant eye, and a more caring heart. I find
that my sense of ownership carries with it a sense of guardianship.

I suggest that when you draw the boundaries of your land, draw them in
pencil. Learn the green and the growing there; become familiar with the soils
avid listen for the songbirds between those pencil lines.

And then boldly redraw them--surround your neighbor's yard and your

neighbor's neighbor, Draw in pencil so you can erase those lines and re-draw
them--even more broadly next time, encompassing your school yard and
enveloping the boulevards and parks of your community,

You might begin to take ownership. You might walk with a new step,

watch with a more observant eye--care with a more caring heart. You will
probably become more than just a visitor to the woodlands across the land.

This issue of ge..Det_ is about sustainability--caring and respecting
what we have today so there is a 'tomorrow' for those resources we cherish.
Perhaps the most important message we can start and end with is this:
Sustainability begins in your own back yard---be it 2-1/2 acres or a landscape,
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